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Abstract
Reliance on misinformation often persists in the face of corrections. However, the role of
social factors on people’s reliance on corrected misinformation has received little attention.
In two experiments, we investigated the extent to which social endorsement of
misinformation and corrections influences belief updating. In both experiments
misinformation and fact-checks were presented as social-media posts, and social endorsement
was manipulated via the number of “likes”. In Experiment 1, social endorsement of the initial
misinformation had a significant influence on belief; participants believed misinformation
with high social endorsement more than misinformation with low endorsement. This effect
was observed pre-fact-check and post-fact-check. High social endorsement of the fact-checks
was associated with reduced misinformation belief; however, evidence for the persistence of
this effect was mixed. These findings were replicated in Experiment 2. Our findings indicate
that social endorsement can moderate our beliefs in misinformation and the fact-checks
designed to correct these beliefs.
Keywords: Misinformation; Continued influence effect; Social endorsement; Belief updating
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General Audience Summary
Misinformation can be created and spread on social-media platforms with relative ease.
Additionally, unlike traditional media, common cues of information credibility, such as
source expertise and trustworthiness, are often unavailable on social-media platforms. As
such, determining what to believe versus what to disregard can be difficult. To reduce the
effort required to assess information credibility, people may rely on mental shortcuts (or
heuristics). Specifically, it is well established that people often look to others, or the majority,
when making decisions about what to believe and how to behave. As such, people may rely
on engagement metrics on social media (e.g., the number of “likes” or “shares” a post has) to
gauge information credibility. Across two experiments we investigated how level of social
endorsement (specifically, whether a social-media post has a high or low number of “likes”)
influenced the extent to which people believed misinformation, and updated their belief based
on subsequent fact-checks. We found that people had greater belief in misinformation with a
high versus low level of likes, even after they received a fact-check. Further, fact-checks with
a high number of likes reduced belief in misinformation more than fact-checks with a low
number of likes. However, evidence for the persistence of the effect of fact-check
endorsement on belief updating was mixed. These findings suggest that people may rely on
engagement metrics, specifically number of likes, when appraising misinformation on social
media. This influence of endorsement information may be reason for concern, particularly
given that engagement information can be maliciously manipulated, and misleading and
conspiratorial claims often have characteristics designed to enhance their level of
endorsement.
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Social Endorsement Influences the Continued Belief in Corrected Misinformation
Misinformation—inaccurate or misleading information that is presented as factual—
permeates all aspects of the modern media environment (Vosoughi et al., 2018). Due to the
negative influence misinformation can have on individuals and society (e.g., vaccine
misinformation; Donzelli et al., 2018), considerable effort has gone into strategies to correct
misinformation (e.g., Lewandowsky et al., 2020). However, the ability of corrections to
reduce false beliefs is limited: Although corrections can reduce belief in misinformation, they
do not eliminate its influence; people often continue to rely on corrected misinformation in
their reasoning. This phenomenon is known as the continued influence effect (CIE; Ecker,
Lewandowsky et al., 2022; Johnson & Seifert, 1994). To improve the impact of corrective
efforts, it is necessary to understand the factors underlying the CIE.
Prior research has focused on the cognitive basis of the CIE, showing that continued
reliance on misinformation is due to failures in memory updating and retrieval (e.g., Ecker et
al., 2017; Gordon et al., 2019; Jia et al., 2020; Kendeou et al., 2014; Swire et al., 2017).
While social factors are also likely to be important to the CIE (Ecker et al., 2022; Smith &
Semin, 2007; Van Bavel et al., 2021), the role they play has received little attention. Here we
directly assess how social endorsement influences misinformation belief and the CIE.
One social factor known to influence misinformation susceptibility is source
credibility. A recent meta-analysis found that credibility of a misinformation source can
contribute to false beliefs (Walter & Tukachinsky, 2020). Although the meta-analysis found
no significant effect of correction-source credibility on belief updating, there is some
evidence that correction-source trustworthiness influences correction acceptance (Ecker &
Antonio, 2021; Guillory & Geraci, 2013). However, with the sheer volume of user-generated
content alongside the source ambiguity on social media, information credibility can be
difficult to gauge (Flanagin, 2017). Consequently, people may use heuristic cues, such as
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normative information derived from social-endorsement levels (i.e., the bandwagon heuristic;
Sundar, 2008) to assess information credibility (Hornsey et al., 2003; Metzger et al., 2010).
Normative information, specifically majority behaviours or beliefs, can influence
individual decision making (Asch, 1956; Kendal et al., 2018). Majority influence can occur
due to the assumption that others have access to information the individual does not, or
because individuals are motivated to conform to avoid social exclusion (Kaplan & Miller,
1987). Reliance on social norms arises when there is a high degree of uncertainty surrounding
information quality, such as when there is conflicting evidence (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004),
when the credibility of the information source is unknown (Mena et al., 2020), or when
individuals do not have the capacity to critically appraise the information available (Metzger
& Flanagin, 2013). In such situations, if misinformation is perceived as normative and
corrective information as non-normative, correction effectiveness may be impeded.
Social endorsement metrics are increasingly present in digital media (Kim, 2021;
Metzger et al., 2010). Specifically, engagement metrics that signal endorsement, in the form
of “likes” or “shares”, are ubiquitous on social-media (Peters et al., 2013). Given the high
information load and relative absence of source-credibility cues on these sites (Qiu et al.,
2017), it is plausible that people may rely on these endorsement cues to assess information
veracity (Mena et al., 2020; Metzger et al., 2010). Prior research has provided some evidence
for the role of social endorsement on misinformation acceptance, finding that people are more
susceptible to low-quality information when it is associated with a high (compared to low)
level of social endorsement (i.e., number of “likes”; Avram et al., 2020). Recently, Vlasceanu
and Coman (2021) found a comparable effect of social endorsement on correction
effectiveness, with high (vs. low) endorsement of corrections associated with greater belief
updating. This suggests that people may be similarly influenced by the social endorsement of
misinformation and corrections, and that if a piece of misinformation receives a greater level
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of endorsement than a correction, as is typical with viral misinformation (Bode & Vraga,
2018), a particularly strong CIE may arise.
Prior research has not examined misinformation and correction endorsement within
the same study, and as such their relative influence, and any potential interaction between the
two factors, is unknown. Additionally, Avram and colleagues (2020) used behavioural
measures (i.e., willingness to “share” or “like” the misinformation), which provide insight
into people’s tendency to propagate misinformation, but does not provide insight into
misinformation beliefs (see Van Bavel et al., 2021). Across two experiments, we assessed the
influence of social endorsement on misinformation and correction acceptance using a direct
assessment of participants’ belief in misinformation. By using a fully-crossed design we
could assess: (1) if the effect of misinformation endorsement on belief is sustained following
a correction, and (2) whether misinformation and correction endorsements interact. It was
hypothesised that belief in misinformation would be greater—both before and after a
correction—when it is associated with a high (vs. low) level of social endorsement. It was
also hypothesised that corrections associated with a high (vs. low) level of endorsement
would yield more belief updating (i.e., a reduced CIE).
Experiment 1
Method
Experiment 1 presented participants with false claims (as well as true filler claims) in
the format of social-media posts. Each claim was later fact-checked in a separate post. All
claims and fact-checks were associated with either a high or low level of social endorsement
(i.e., number of “likes”). Belief in the claims was measured at three time-points: immediately
following claim exposure (belief rating 1), immediately following exposure to the associated
fact-check (belief rating 2), and at the end of the experiment, following a distraction task
(belief rating 3). Thus, the experiment used a 2 × 2 × 3 within-subjects design, with factors
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claim endorsement (high, low), correction endorsement (high, low), and time (1: pre-factcheck; 2: post-fact-check; 3: post-delay). In addition, claim-congruent inferential reasoning
was measured at time-point 3 using inference questions that indirectly assessed reliance on
misinformation. Note that the inclusion of true claims means that technically the design
included an additional within-subjects factor of claim veracity (false, true); however, the
focus of the research is false claims, and true claims (and associated affirmations) were only
included to ensure some balance in the participant experience and to avoid strong demand
characteristics (i.e., the perception that all claims are false and all fact-checks are meant to
reduce beliefs). Analyses regarding true filler claims were conducted separately and for
exploratory purposes only. Results for true filler claims are briefly described in the Results
section; however, full analyses are provided in Supplement B, available at
https://osf.io/vt7p6/.
Participants
U.S.-based adult participants were recruited through the crowdsourcing platform
Prolific. An a-priori power analysis (using G*Power; Faul et al., 2007) suggested a minimum
sample size of 352 to detect a small effect of f = 0.15 at α = 0.05 and 1 – β = 0.8. To ensure
adequate power following exclusions, a total of 382 participants were recruited. Participants
were excluded based on the following a-priori criteria: self-reported English proficiency rated
as only “fair” or “poor” (n = 1); self-reported lack of effort (n = 0); completion time < 10 min
(n = 0); uniform responding (identical response to ≥ 90 out of 120 items; n = 0); inconsistent
responding (where the difference between mean responses to standard vs. reverse-coded
inference questions was identified as an outlier, using the outlier-labelling rule with a 1.5
multiplier; n = 15). This resulted in a final sample size of N = 366; the sample comprised 99
males, 255 females, and 12 non-binary individuals; mean age was M = 28.97 years
(SD = 9.94, age range: 18-72).
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Materials
To minimise the influence of worldview effects on misinformation or correction
processing (Walter & Tukachinsky, 2020), politically neutral claims were used (e.g., the false
claim that “Students learn best when teaching styles are matched to their learning style”). A
total of 16 false claims and 8 true filler claims were selected from an initial pool of 42 false
claims and 20 true claims rated by a separate sample of N = 100 participants. False claims
were selected that had a relatively high level of believability (whereas true filler claims were
selected that had somewhat lower believability), to avoid floor (ceiling) effects during belief
updating, whilst maintaining a moderate and comparable level of claim familiarity across
claims. To ensure that high levels of endorsement were plausible, claims were also rated on
the degree to which a high level of social-media engagement would be perceived as
surprising and thus unrealistic; claims were excluded if they were rated > 5 (on a 0-10 scale)
on this dimension. See Supplement A for full selection details.
Claims were associated with one of four fictitious source accounts. Claim-source
pairings were fixed; they maintained comparable average claim believability (based on the
pilot data) across sources. Corresponding fact-checks were developed for each of the 16 false
claims (and 8 true filler claims) and displayed in an analogous social-media format (see
Figure 1 for an example claim and fact-check). Fact-checks were associated with four
different fictitious sources, and pairings of fact-checks and sources were fixed. Fact-check
style varied slightly between sources; however, all fact-checks repeated the initial
misinformation with an accompanying false tag (see Supplement A for details). Each of the
16 possible combinations of false-claim and fact-check sources was presented once to each
participant.
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Figure 1
Example False Claim and Associated Fact-Check

Note. The false claim (left) was presented before belief rating 1; the associated fact-check
(right) was presented before belief rating 2. The example illustrates the low/high condition
(low level of claim endorsement; high level of fact-check endorsement).
Each claim and each fact-check was associated with a high or low number of “likes”.
For each post, the number of likes was sampled from a normal distribution, with M = 10
(SD = 4) for low endorsement, and M = 1,000 (SD = 200) for high endorsement. The range
was determined arbitrarily but designed to maximise differences whilst maintaining
plausibility. Endorsement levels of claims and fact-checks were fully crossed, resulting in
four condition combinations (high/high; high/low; low/high; low/low). Assignment of claims
to conditions was fully counterbalanced across participants.
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Measures. Claim belief was measured through direct ratings on a Likert scale ranging
from 0 (“certainly false”) to 10 (“certainly true”). False-claim-specific reasoning was
measured through 32 inferential-reasoning questions (16 additional inferential-reasoning
questions relating to the true filler claims were also included), with two questions (one
reverse-coded) per claim. Each question presented participants with a statement related to the
claim (an example reverse-coded item for the false claim shown in Figure 1 is “Teachers
should disregard learning styles when developing their curriculum”) and participants rated
their agreement on a Likert scale ranging from 0 (“strongly disagree”) to 10 (“strongly
agree”). See Supplement A for all questions.
Procedure
The experiment was run using Qualtrics software (Qualtrics, Provo, UT). Participants
initially received an ethics-approved information sheet, provided informed consent, and
completed a short demographics questionnaire. All claims (including the eight true filler
claims) were presented individually and in a randomised order. For each claim, participants
rated their initial belief (pre-fact-check; belief rating 1) before being presented with the
associated fact-check (a correction for the false claims; an affirmation for the true filler
claims) and then providing a second belief rating, on a separate page (post-fact-check; belief
rating 2), before moving to the next claim. This procedure was chosen to minimise
interference and cognitive load placed on participants in an effort to isolate the specific effect
of social endorsement. After the presentation of all the claims and fact-checks, participants
completed a 1-minute distraction task (a word puzzle). This was followed by the inference
questions (with question pairs presented in a randomised order) and the final belief rating of
all claims (post-delay; belief rating 3). Claims at the final belief rating were displayed with no
endorsement information. After completion of the final belief rating, participants were asked
to self-report whether their data should be discarded due to lack of effort, before being
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debriefed. The debrief informed participants that the corrections and affirmations were
accurate to the best of our knowledge (and restated specifically which claims were
inaccurate), whereas the endorsement information (i.e., the associated likes) was simulated.
Median completion time was 18.6 minutes; participants were compensated £2.50
(approximately US$3.40).

Results
All data and additional analyses are available at https://osf.io/vt7p6/. Given our
outcome variables were measured on a Likert scale, analyses were conducted using
cumulative link (ordinal) mixed effects modelling (CLMM; McElreath, 2020), using the
clmm function of the ordinal R package (Christensen, 2018). 1 Unlike ANOVAs, cumulative
link mixed-modelling does not assume that there are proportionate intervals between scale
options, or that data come from a continuous scale.
Prior to statistical analyses, the fixed effects of claim endorsement and fact-check
endorsement were centred, and time (pre-fact-check, post-fact-check, post-delay) was factorcoded. Dependent variables of belief and inference score were coded as ordinal factors with
11 levels (0-10). For each analysis, the maximum random-effects structure justified by the
experimental design was included where possible. The random effects included byparticipant and by-stimuli (i.e., claims) random intercepts and by-participant and by-stimuli
random slopes for claim endorsement (high, low), fact-check endorsement (high, low), and
their interaction. Specification of the random effects structures are provided in the
Supplement C.
False Claims

Our initial analysis plan specified ANOVAs for the primary analysis and CLMM as a secondary
analysis. We report CLMM results in the main text based on reviewer feedback. ANOVA results were
comparable and are provided in the Supplement B.

1
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Belief Ratings. Mean false-claim belief ratings across time-points and conditions are
presented in Figure 2. We first tested the effects of claim endorsement and fact-check
endorsement at time 1 (pre-fact-check), to assess the immediate effect of claim endorsements,
and to ensure fact-check endorsement conditions did not significantly differ prior to factcheck exposure. There was a fixed effect of claim endorsement, β = .29, SE = .06,
z = 5.26, p < .001. As expected, there was no statistical evidence for an effect of fact-check
endorsement, β = .02, SE = .05, z = .32, p = .753, or an interaction between claim
endorsement and fact-check endorsement, β = −.13, SE = .10, z = −1.38, p = .168. The effect
of claim endorsement indicates that belief in misinformation with high endorsement was
greater than belief in misinformation with low endorsement.
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Figure 2
Mean False-Claim Belief Ratings Across Time-points and Conditions in Experiment 1

Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
Next, we examined the effect of claim endorsement and fact-check endorsement, and
their potential interaction, from time-point 1 to 2. We were interested in the effect of the fact
check on belief in the original claim, and the extent to which this was moderated by social
endorsement information. There was a fixed effect of claim endorsement, β = .30, SE = .07,
z = 4.34, p < .001, and time, β = −1.13, SE = .03, z = −32.90, p < .001, as well as a time ×
fact-check-endorsement interaction, β = −.26, SE = .07, z = −4.02, p < .001. The effect of
claim endorsement mirrors that at time 1, and the effect of time indicates that belief in
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misinformation reduced following the fact-check. The interaction indicates that the effect of
fact-check endorsement was significantly greater post-fact-check compared to pre-fact-check.
To quantify this significant increase in the effect of fact-check endorsement, we assessed
results of fact-check endorsement only at time-point 2 (post-fact-check). In line with
predictions, there was a fixed effect of fact-check endorsement, β = −.24, SE = .06,
z = −4.25, p < .001, with higher fact-check endorsement being associated with greater belief
updating (i.e., lower belief in the false claims).
To assess whether the effects of claim and fact-check endorsement were maintained
over time, claim belief was assessed across time-points 2 and 3. There was a fixed effect of
claim endorsement, β = .29, SE = .06, z = 5.23, p < .001, and a fixed effect of fact-check
endorsement, β = −.24, SE = .05, z = −4.54, p < .001, as well as time × claim-endorsement,
β = −.14, SE = .07, z = −2.17, p = .030, and time × fact-check-endorsement,
β = .15, SE = .07, z = 2.30, p = .022, interactions. To quantify the interaction effects, false
claim belief was assessed at time 3. At time 3, there was a fixed effect of claim endorsement,
β = .15, SE = .05, z = 3.16, p = .002, but no effect of fact-check endorsement, β = −.09,
SE = .05, z = −1.83, p = .067, or interaction, β = .03, SE = .10, z = .32, p = .754. Thus, the
claim-endorsement effect seen at time 2 was maintained at time 3, whereas the fact-checkendorsement effect was not maintained.
Inference Scores. Mean inference scores across conditions are presented in Figure 3.
There was no statistical evidence of an effect of claim endorsement, β = .03, SE = .04,
z = .92, p = .359. There was a significant fixed effect of fact-check endorsement, β = −.09,
SE = .05, z = −2.09, p = .036, indicating that reliance on misinformation was lower (i.e.,
greater belief updating) when fact-checks had a high compared to low level of endorsement.
There was no statistical evidence of a claim-endorsement × fact-check-endorsement
interaction, β = −.04, SE = .11, z = −.56, p = .737.
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Figure 3
Mean False-Claim Inference Scores Across Conditions in Experiment 1

Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
True Claims
Analyses of true claims were exploratory and results are briefly described below; see
Supplement B for full details. Belief in true claims was analysed in an identical fashion to
belief in false claims. At all three time points, there was a fixed effect of claim endorsement,
with higher endorsement associated with greater belief ratings (in line with the false-claims
results). There was no claim-endorsement × time interaction effect on true-claim beliefs.
There was a significant fact-check-endorsement × time interaction between times 1 and 2,
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with greater fact-check endorsement associated with greater belief updating. There was also a
significant fact-check-endorsement × time interaction between times 2 and 3: The effect of
fact-check endorsement reduced between time-points 2 (post-fact-check) and 3 (post-delay);
however, the effect of fact-check endorsement remained significant even at time 3. Trueclaim inference scores were also analysed in an identical manner to false-claim inference
scores. There was a fixed effect of claim endorsement, indicating reliance on true information
was higher when claims had a high compared to low level of endorsement.
Discussion
Experiment 1 found a clear effect of false-claim endorsement on misinformation
beliefs; participants’ beliefs were measurably higher when the misinformation had a high
compared to low level of social endorsement, an effect observed prior to and following the
fact-check. This finding is in line with our first hypothesis, and supports the notion that social
endorsement influences people’s susceptibility to misinformation, particularly in situations
where other information credibility cues are absent.
In line with our second hypothesis, there was also a significant effect of fact-check
endorsement on belief in corrected misinformation. Specifically, at time 2 belief updating
was significantly greater when the fact-check was associated with a high compared to low
level of social endorsement. Although higher fact-check endorsement was associated with
greater belief updating at time 2, this effect reduced after a short delay, with no statistical
evidence of an effect of fact-check endorsement on misinformation belief at time-point 3.
Given the length of the delay (approx. 10-15 minutes on average), this suggests that level of
fact-check endorsement may not have an enduring effect on belief updating. With this in
mind, however, we note that the effect of social endorsement on indirect reliance on
misinformation (i.e., inference scores) seemingly contradicts the effect on belief scores, with
only fact-check endorsement yielding a significant result. On the one hand, the effect was
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weak, and in the context of the high cognitive load it may reflect noise. On the other hand, it
could represent a small but real effect, which could not be substantiated statistically in the
analysis of belief ratings at time-point 3. This considered, the observed effect did appear to be
driven by higher inference scores in the low-fact-check-endorsement condition, which is in
line with predictions and the numerically higher belief ratings observed in this condition.
Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was twofold. First, it aimed to replicate the effects of claim
endorsement and fact-check endorsement observed in Experiment 1. Second, by including a
no-endorsement control condition, it aimed to determine if the endorsement effects observed
in Experiment 1 were driven by high claim (fact-check) endorsements increasing belief
(belief updating), low claim (fact-check) endorsements decreasing belief (belief updating), or
a combination of the two.
The design and analysis plan were pre-registered (https://osf.io/wp3vt/registrations). 2
The core hypotheses remained identical to Experiment 1. Additional hypotheses were formed
regarding the effects of endorsement compared to the no-endorsement control. Specifically, it
was hypothesised that compared to the no-endorsement control condition, false-claim belief
would be greater in the high-endorsement and lower in the low-endorsement condition.
Further, it was hypothesised that compared to the no-endorsement control condition, belief
updating would be greater (i.e., a smaller CIE) after fact-checks with high endorsement, and
lower after fact-checks with low endorsement.
Method

The pre-registered analysis plan specified ANOVAs for the primary analysis and CLMM as a
secondary analysis. We diverge from this analysis plan, reporting CLMM results in the main text and
ANOVA results, which were largely comparable, in the Supplement. Outcome discrepancies are
noted in the main text.
2
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Participants
Sampling for the experimental conditions was based on the power analysis of
Experiment 1. To ensure approximately equal sample sizes across the control and
experimental conditions, the minimum sample size for the study was set to 704. A total of
733 adult U.S. participants were sampled to ensure adequate sample size post exclusions. No
participants were excluded due to low English proficiency, lack of effort, completion time
< 10 minutes, or uniform responding. Twenty-one participants were excluded due to
inconsistent responding (in line with the criterion used in Experiment 1), resulting in a total
sample size of N = 712 (n = 355 in the experimental group; n = 357 in the control group). The
sample consisted of 442 females, 257 males, and 13 non-binary individuals; mean age was
M = 40.18 years (SD = 13.91, age range: 18-84).
Materials and Procedure
Materials and procedure were identical to Experiment 1. The only exception was that
the claims in the control condition did not contain any endorsement information (i.e., no like
symbol or like count), and there was no mention of endorsement information in the
instructions in this condition.
Results
Data were prepared and results for the experimental conditions were analysed in line
with Experiment 1. Data and supplementary analyses are available at https://osf.io/vt7p6/.
False Claims
Belief Ratings. Mean false-claim belief ratings across time-points and experimental
conditions are presented in Figure 4. The same statistical models used in Experiment 1 were
used in Experiment 2.
We first tested the effects of claim endorsement and fact-check endorsement at time 1
(pre-fact-check), to assess the immediate effect of claim endorsements, and to ensure fact-
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check endorsement conditions did not significantly differ prior to fact-check exposure. There
was a fixed effect of claim endorsement, β = .20, SE = .05, z = 3.64, p < .001. As expected,
there was no statistical evidence for an effect of fact-check endorsement, β = −.01, SE =
.05, z = −.20, p = .841, or an interaction between claim endorsement and fact-check
endorsement, β = .03, SE = .09, z = .35, p = .723. These results replicate Experiment 1. The
effect of claim endorsement indicates that belief was greater in misinformation with high
endorsement than misinformation with low endorsement.
To assess the effect of fact-check endorsement, claim belief was then assessed across
time-points 1 and 2. In line with Experiment 1, there was statistical evidence of fixed effects
of claim endorsement, β = .21, SE = .07, z = 2.96, p = .003, and time, β = −1.18, SE = .04,
z = −33.80, p < .001, and a time × fact-check-endorsement interaction, β = −.15, SE = .07,
z = −2.21, p = .027. The effect of claim endorsement mirrors that at time 1, and the effect of
time indicates that belief in misinformation reduced following fact-check exposure. The
interaction indicates that the effect of fact-check endorsement significantly increased post
fact-check exposure. To quantify this significant increase in the effect of fact-check
endorsement, we assessed results of fact-check endorsement only at time-point 2 (post-factcheck). Replicating Experiment 1, there was a marginally significant fixed effect of factcheck endorsement, β = −.14, SE = .07, z = −2.01, p = .044, with high fact-check
endorsement associated with greater belief updating.
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Figure 4
Mean False-Claim Belief Ratings Across Time-points and Conditions in Experiment 2

Note. The horizontal dashed lines represent control-condition means at each time-point. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
To assess whether effects of claim or fact-check endorsement were maintained over
time, claim belief was assessed across time-points 2 and 3. As in Experiment 1, there were
fixed effects of claim endorsement, β = .21, SE = .08, z = 2.70, p = .007, and fact-check
endorsement, β = −.15, SE = .07, z = −2.19, p = .028, and a time × fact-check-endorsement
interaction, β = .15, SE = .07, z = 2.14, p = .032 (unlike Experiment 1, the time × claimendorsement interaction was n.s., β = −.08, SE = .07, z = −1.10, p = .270). The significant
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effect of claim endorsement again mirrors that at time 1. 3 The time by fact-checkendorsement interaction suggests that the influence of fact-check endorsement significantly
reduced over time. To quantify this reduction, we assessed the impact of fact-check
endorsement on claim belief at time 3. As in Experiment 1, there was no statistical evidence
of an effect of fact-check endorsement at time 3, β < −.01, SE = .06, z = −.01, p = .992.
Inference Scores. Mean inference scores across conditions are presented in Figure 5.
There was no statistical evidence of an effect of claim endorsement, β = .08, SE = .05,
z = 1.46, p = .144, fact-check endorsement, β = .03, SE =.05, z = .62, p = .534, or a claimendorsement × fact-check-endorsement interaction, β = .14, SE = .11, z = 1.28, p = .200.
Thus, the significant effect of claim endorsement on false-claim-congruent reasoning
observed in Experiment 1 was not replicated in Experiment 2.

Breaking this down further despite a nonsignificant time by claim-endorsement interaction—to keep
analysis analogous to the pre-registered ANOVA analysis plan—the fixed effect of claim
endorsement remained significant at time 2 but was nonsignificant at time 3. Note that the claimendorsement effect at time 3 was significant in the ANOVA reported in the Supplement; the CLMM
null effect was likely driven by relatively large between-subjects variability in slopes.
3
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Figure 5
Mean False-Claim Inference Scores Across Conditions in Experiment 2

Note. The horizontal dashed lines represent control-condition means at each time-point. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
Contrast to No-Endorsement Control
False-Claim Beliefs. To assess whether the effect of social endorsement on claim
belief was driven by high claim (fact-check) endorsements increasing belief (belief updating),
low claim (fact-check) endorsements decreasing belief (belief updating), or a combination of
both, CLMM analyses were run contrasting false-claim belief in the high and low claimendorsement and fact-check-endorsement conditions against the no-endorsement control
condition. We first assessed effects of high claim endorsement (vs. no endorsement)
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separately at times 1, 2, and 3. There was no statistical evidence of an effect of high claim
endorsement on false claim beliefs at time 1, β = .03, SE = .09, z = .36, p = .723, time 2,
β = .20, SE = .14, z = 1.50, p = .134, or time 3, β = .29, SE = .15, z = 1.90, p = .057.
We then assessed effects of low claim endorsement (vs. no endorsement) separately at
time-points 1, 2, and 3. There was evidence of an effect of low claim endorsement at time 1,
β = −.18, SE = .08, z = −2.20, p = .028, indicating false-claim belief in the low-claimendorsement condition was significantly lower than in the no-endorsement control
condition. 4 There was no statistical evidence of an effect of low claim endorsement at time 2,
β = −.05, SE = .13, z = −.35, p = .723, or time 3, β = .14, SE = .15, z = .96, p = .338.
Next, we assessed the effects of high and low fact-check endorsement against noendorsement control, separately at time-points 1, 2, and 3. There was no evidence of an effect
of high fact-check endorsement on false claim beliefs at time 1, β = −.07, SE = .08, z = −.88,
p = .378, time 2, β < .001, SE = .13, z < .01, p = .995, or time 3, β = .21, SE = .15, z = 1.44,
p = .151, nor was there evidence of an effect of low fact-check endorsement at time 1,
β = −.08, SE = .08, z = −.95, p = .342, time 2, β = .16, SE = .13, z = 1.21, p = .227, or time 3,
β = .22, SE = .15, z = 1.51, p = .130.
True Claims
Again, analyses of true claims were exploratory; results are briefly described below,
see Supplement B for details. There was no effect of claim endorsement at any time-point.
There was a significant fact-check endorsement by time interaction between times 1 and 2,
with greater fact-check endorsement associated with greater belief updating. There was also a
fixed effect of fact-check endorsement across times 2 and 3, suggesting the effect of factcheck endorsement was maintained over time (unlike in Experiment 1, there was no time by
fact-check endorsement interaction). True-claim inference scores were again analysed in an

4

This effect was nonsignificant in an ANOVA follow-up contrast.
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equivalent manner to the false claims. There was no statistical evidence of an effect of claim
endorsement, fact-check endorsement, or a claim by fact-check endorsement interaction.
Finally, there was no meaningful difference in true-claim belief or inference scores between
the no-endorsement control condition and any of the endorsement conditions.
Discussion
Experiment 2 replicated the two primary effects observed in Experiment 1. First, there
was again an effect of false-claim endorsement on misinformation belief, with high
endorsement associated with greater misinformation belief. Second, there was again a
significant influence of fact-check endorsement on claim belief at time 2. Experiment 2
therefore corroborates the conclusion that social-endorsement information can affect falseclaim beliefs and belief updating. Note, however, that the effects of claim and fact-check
endorsement were nonsignificant after a delay, at time-point 3. There was therefore mixed
evidence for an enduring effect of social endorsements on beliefs and belief updating.
Inference-score results from Experiment 2 somewhat deviated from those of
Experiment 1. Whereas in Experiment 1, high fact-check endorsement was associated with
lower misinformation reliance than low fact-check endorsement, Experiment 2 found no
significant difference. This suggests that endorsement effects may either (1) impact specific
beliefs without influencing claim-related reasoning more broadly, or (2) have an immediate
impact that reduces quickly over time.
The second aim of Experiment 2 was to investigate whether the observed differences
between high- and low-endorsement conditions were driven by the impact of the high or low
levels of endorsement, relative to a no-endorsement baseline, or both. There was some
evidence that the effect of claim endorsement at time 1 was driven by low endorsement
decreasing belief in false claims. However, there was no statistical evidence of a difference
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between no-endorsement and either low- or high-endorsement conditions at any other timepoint. As such, the overall evidence regarding the locus of the effect is inconclusive.
General Discussion
The current study assessed the role of social endorsement of false claims and factchecks on misinformation belief and belief updating. It was hypothesised that belief in
misinformation would be greater when it is associated with a high (vs. low) level of social
endorsement. It was also hypothesised that corrections associated with a high (vs. low) level
of endorsement would yield stronger belief updating (i.e., a reduced CIE).
In line with the first hypothesis, both experiments found that high false-claim
endorsement was associated with greater false-claim belief both pre- and post-fact-check.
This is consistent with the wider literature on the role of normative influence, in particular the
bandwagon heuristic, in information evaluations (Metzger & Flanagin, 2013; Sundar, 2008).
These findings serve as a proof-of-concept, and highlight the need to expand models of
misinformation belief and continued influence, to more thoroughly consider the role of social
factors (also see Ecker et al., 2022; Ecker, Sanderson et al., 2022; Vlasceanu & Coman,
2021). We note that in Experiment 2, the effect of claim endorsement on misinformation
belief reduced to nonsignificant after a delay, suggesting that the role of claim endorsement
on long-term beliefs may be limited. As such, although the current study demonstrates that
false-claim endorsement influences misinformation belief immediately, further research is
required to assess whether, and under what circumstances, this influence endures.
The social endorsement of corrections also influenced misinformation belief; in line
with the second hypothesis, higher endorsement of the fact-check was associated with greater
belief updating immediately. We note that this effect was not significant after the delay in
both experiments, suggesting the effect of fact-check endorsement may be limited to
immediate information appraisal. However, although there was no sustained effect of fact-
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check endorsement on misinformation belief, the inferential reasoning results from
Experiment 1 provide some evidence of an enduring effect of fact-check endorsement on
reasoning, though this was not replicated in Experiment 2. As such, although the current
study provides evidence of an immediate effect of fact-check endorsement on belief updating,
we draw no strong conclusions regarding an enduring effect of fact-check endorsement.
Though the immediate effect of fact-check endorsement is in line with predictions and
past research (specifically, Vlasceanu & Coman, 2021), the results of the current study
suggest the effect of endorsement may be somewhat weaker than previously proposed. With
this in mind it is important to note two things. Firstly, the level of engagement used in the
high-endorsement conditions of the present study differed by an order of magnitude from the
level used by Vlasceanu and Coman (approx. 1,000 likes vs. 10,000-30,000 likes, retweets,
and comments). As such, it is possible that the level of social endorsement required to have
an enduring influence on the effectiveness of fact-checks is higher than the level used in the
current study. Secondly, the immediate effect of fact-check (as well as claim) endorsements
should not be entirely overlooked. People are often overloaded with information on social
media, and so decisions about information propagation behaviour are made quickly and
without much deliberation (Bago et al., 2020; Van Bavel et al., 2021). As such, if
endorsements influence sharing through a short-term influence on belief, this may have a
meaningful impact even in the absence of a persistent effect on belief (Avram et al., 2020).
Unsurprisingly, the largest effect on belief observed in the current study was driven
by the provision of corrections: Across the board misinformation that had been corrected was
believed substantially less than misinformation that had not been corrected. This reiterates
that although factors associated with corrections can enhance or reduce their effectiveness,
providing a correction to misinformation is often far more important when it comes to belief
updating than other factors (Swire-Thompson et al., 2021). In fact, the effect of information
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endorsement being comparatively small was entirely expected given it is a relatively less
important factor, especially when it comes to the correction. Specifically, in the present
study, when participants encountered corrections, they had already formed a level of belief in
the misinformation, which may have served as an anchor during correction processing
(Hogarth & Einhorn, 1992; Lieder et al., 2018). Moreover, the most salient information
provided by the fact-check is whether the initial claim was corrected or affirmed, as opposed
to the fact-check’s level of endorsement. Accordingly, the fact-check’s endorsement level
carries less persuasive utility compared to the correction or affirmation, and participants’
level of post-fact-check belief will have likely been influenced primarily by their level of prefact-check belief and the corrective-versus-affirmative nature of the fact-check per se. Taking
these factors into consideration, the fact that the level of fact-check endorsement had a
replicable effect on immediate belief updating is noteworthy.
From an applied perspective, the current study suggests that people’s immediate
susceptibility to misinformation may be particularly high for misinformation with high levels
of endorsement, as is typical for posts that go viral on social media. Though the effects
observed in the current study were small, small shifts in belief have the capacity to have a
meaningful impact at scale and over repeated exposures. This is of concern as: (1) dangerous
online misinformation often has characteristics that make it more likely than true information
to go viral (King & Wang, 2021), and (2) people are more likely to be exposed to
misinformation, potentially multiple times (Fazio, 2020), if it is viral (Del Vicario et al.,
2016). Additionally, as a number of platforms (e.g., Twitter, Instagram) only allow for
endorsement (and not dis-endorsement, i.e., “dislikes”) via engagement metrics, it is possible
that people overestimate the extent to which endorsement information represents normative
belief.
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One potential limitation of the current study relates to the experimental design.
Specifically, people only received social information through quantity of likes, the
misinformation was non-controversial, and participants were required to read each post they
were exposed to. These design features were necessary to minimise potential confounds and
assess the endorsement effects; however, they may have reduced external validity. That is,
participants may have placed more weight on the number of likes than they typically would,
especially given they were unfamiliar with the information sources and were unlikely to have
strong opinions about the claims. That said, it is possible that engagement information
interacts with other social or worldview factors, potentially enhancing its role in belief
formation and updating compared to the level observed in the current study (as was seen in
Borah & Xiao, 2018).
We also recognise that the presentation of fact-checks in close temporal proximity to
the corresponding claims provided optimal circumstances to observe endorsement effects.
Moreover, the within-subjects design, which was chosen because it allowed us to control for
variability in how participants responded to the key manipulation, provided reasonable
statistical power. Thus, the effects may be smaller or absent under different conditions.
However, the main aim of this study was to provide proof-of-concept that even relatively
limited social information may influence how people appraise misinformation and
corrections; as such, creating conducive conditions was entirely intentional. We also note that
presentation conditions were not dissimilar to how people routinely encounter misinformation
and corrections on social media, with fact-checks often appearing in the comment section of
posts.
In conclusion, we provide evidence that the perceived normative nature of
misinformation, indicated by engagement metrics, directly influences its believability. With
society’s increasing reliance on unregulated social-media platforms for information
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acquisition, this influence of endorsement information may be reason for concern,
particularly given that engagement information can be maliciously manipulated (Shao et al.,
2018), and misleading and conspiratorial claims often have characteristics designed to
enhance their level of endorsement (King & Wang, 2021). Although endorsement of
corrections had a small influence on participants’ misinformation belief immediately, an
enduring effect on misinformation belief could not be statistically substantiated. Although
further research is required to assess the impact this immediate effect could have on factors
such as misinformation propagation, the current pattern of results suggest that social
endorsement of claims and fact-checks can influence people’s initial belief in misinformation,
as well as their immediate belief updating in the face of corrections.
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